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• Scope of the challenge

• Status of Kyoto Negotiations

• Elements of a way forward

• Technology to address climate change

• ExxonMobil Actions

• Stanford Global Climate and Energy Project 
(GCEP)

Outline
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• Incorporates significant efficiency/conservation efforts

• Highly optimistic solar/wind growth still only ~1% energy supply

ExxonMobil Energy Outlook 2004
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• Increasing CO2 emissions 
– Especially in developing countries
– Coal a major contributor

ExxonMobil Energy Outlook 2004
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International Policy: Key Considerations
• UNFCCC/Kyoto negotiators must soon address 2nd commitment 

period (beyond 2012, by 2005)
– Without entry-into-force of the first period commitments
– With major developing countries refusing to discuss future targets
– Without US participation
– With Russia questioning 

+ Scientific basis for Kyoto 
+ Economic implications for Russia

• Nations implementing Kyoto face serious issues
– Competitive issues from unequal targets and emissions allocations (within 

sectors, across sectors, between countries)
– Wealth transfers for international emissions trading
– Potential for non-compliance by Kyoto signatories

• Developing countries without emissions commitments face the 
challenge of expanding reliable, affordable energy use to meet 
pressing social, economic and environmental needs (with 1.5-2 
billion without access to commercial energy)
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Kyoto Targets Stimulate Near-Term Steps

Primarily

• Fuel switching (especially gas for coal)

• Energy efficiency

• Conservation

Beyond what might otherwise be 
economic:

by anticipated carbon cost
in countries with targets
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GHG Emissions Trading: Fundamental Challenges

International cap and trade regimes pose enormous challenges
• Competition
• Wealth transfers
• Enforcement/liability
• Evolution to future periods:

– Mismatch between near term targets and strategic 
investment decisions (especially in energy)

– Practical and political inability to establish binding long-
term goals

Increasingly it appears that the theoretical benefits of trading under:
• A cap
• In a single regulatory jurisdiction
• With zero transaction costs

Do not apply to  
• A series of caps in time 
• Linked trading in multiple regulatory jurisdictions
• As implemented in practice (transaction costs)
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Managing Long-Term GHG Emissions

Must address:

• Need for innovative, affordable, low GHG 
emitting technologies, especially for
–Electric Power
–Transportation/Fuels

• Emissions growth, especially in developing 
countries
–Access to energy
–Economic development, poverty alleviation
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What Technologies Are Key Developing
Countries Using Today?
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Key Elements of Long-Term Climate Policy

• Promote global participation

• Encourage more rapid use of existing efficient technologies
(in both developed and developing countries)

• Stimulate research and development to create innovative, affordable, low 
GHG technologies sooner

• Address climate risks in the context of developing country priorities: 
development, poverty eradication, access to energy

• Continue scientific research to assess risks, pace policy response

• Likely this requires a change (Beyond Kyoto)
– From: a progression of binding, differentiated targets for some
– To: incentives that encourage low emissions development for all
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Criteria for Technology Evaluation

• Performance

• Cost

• Consumer acceptance

• Safety

• Enabling infrastructure and 
capacity

• Regulatory compliance

• Environmental impacts

Weakest link paradigm: failure in any dimension 
will prevent widespread commercialization 

Especially critical for 
developing countries
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Carbon Management: Key Challenges

• Entry to market when competing against steady 
improvement in base technologies

• Expanding from niche applications to widespread use

• Delivering improved performance at competitive price

• Competition for R&D funding with other promising 
means to address global climate change (efficiency, 
other GHGs, adaptation) and other priorities
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Why Do Large Scale Infrastructure Changes Take So Long?

• Development of technology itself and of key 
enabling technologies/infrastructure

• Capital investment / market penetration

Historically, public concerns generally were not a major factor 
in setting time scale for implementing energy technology. . . 
will this change?

– Gas/ CO2 pipeline & terminal access / permits
– H2 production / supply / storage
– CO2 sequestration
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R&D in Long Term Carbon Management

• Goal: to create economically justified options for future technologies 
that make a difference to global energy mix

• Tax payer funded R&D should seek to identify fundamental barriers to 
acceptable technology and find solutions that improve
– Performance
– Cost
– Safety
– Environmental acceptability

• Taxpayer funded R&D should not waste resources optimizing (let 
alone subsidizing) currently uneconomic technology

• Private sector should bear the risk and capture reward of developing 
commercial technology that competes in the market
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Private Sector Role
• Profitable multi-national companies with strategic emphasis on R&D 

play an essential role in development and global deployment of 
advanced technologies

• Commercial opportunity typically derives from advanced technology 
and effective management systems (proprietary positions and know
how)-- especially  with advanced technology

Financial controls Operations integrity
Energy management Maintenance
...

• Enabling frameworks/capacity are essential to deliver benefits
– Rule of law
– Safe, stable environment for workers and communities 
– Open markets
– Realization of mutual benefits
– Protection of intellectual property
– Movement of goods, capital and people
– Respect for the needs of host governments and communities
– ...
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• ExxonMobil’s efforts to control operational GHG emissions:
− Energy efficiency improved more than 35% over past 25 years, 10%

since 1990, additional opportunities identified 15-20% (Global Energy 
Management System)

− Industry leading investments in co-generation (2700 Mw, supply >60% 
of power in Refining and Chemicals operations), add 30% next 2 years

− Extensive flare reduction efforts underway 
− Work with API, IPIECA to develop reliable, cost-effective, industry-

wide, voluntary standards to measure and report GHG emissions 

• Conduct and support technology research: operations & end-use
– Industry leading (>$600M/year) research effort
– R&D with auto manufacturers on advanced vehicles
– Participation with governments and academia

• Conduct and support peer-reviewed research (science, economics, 
policy and technology) at leading institutions (for over 20 years)

ExxonMobil’s Actions on Climate Change
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Groundbreaking Research

• Long-term commitment

10 years, $225M

• Focused on developing 
innovative and commercially 
viable technologies

• Unprecedented alliance of 
scientific researchers and 
leading companies

gcep.stanford.edu
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Project Scope

• Low GHG electric power generation, storage, distribution

• Advanced transportation

• Production, distribution and use of hydrogen

• Production, distribution and use of biomass fuels

• CO2 separation and storage, carbon sinks

• Innovative coal, nuclear and renewable energy

• Enabling infrastructure

• Materials, combustion, and systems science

• Geoengineering

R&D spanning the range of technology systems that could 
significantly limit net global greenhouse emissions from 
Transport, Electric Power, Fuels:

Need to consider synergies requires a broad portfolio
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Fundamental Approach 

• Develop concepts for innovative technologies with low GHG 
emissions that can be used globally— explicitly consider 
developing country aspects

• Identify barriers to commercialization (performance, cost, safety, 
environmental & regulatory, consumer acceptance)

• Define & conduct fundamental, pre-commercial research to 
overcome barriers, utilizing academic talent from around the world

• Periodically assess progress, adjust specific research programs to 
pursue most promising leads
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ExxonMobil’s Motivation for GCEP
• Climate change presents a long-term, uncertain, serious global risk

• Greenhouse emissions arise primarily from everyday energy use by
people, industry, governments; they are growing to meet peoples needs 
and aspirations -- especially in developing countries

• Addressing climate change requires balancing long-term uncertain 
risks against society’s essential and growing demand for energy

• Innovative technology provides the only potential solution that 
manages long-term risk, preserves prosperity, promotes development 

• Development of technological solutions for energy supply and use with 
much lower GHG emissions will require decades of research and 
trillions of dollars of investment over a very long period

• The Global Climate and Energy Project will make an important 
academic/private sector contribution to the development of practical 
technological solutions
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Where the Climate Issue Stands

• Efforts to implement (Kyoto) CO2 restrictions in Europe are 
(finally) generating a serious debate regarding competitiveness 
and economic consequences... even some discussion of science

• Growing questions regarding emissions trading (especially 
international) as a policy tool to address long term climate risks 

• The Kyoto process has reached an impasse-- even if Russia 
ratifies the protocol-- because developing countries reject caps 
and developed countries face difficulty even with first period 
(2008-2012) Kyoto targets

• Long term risk management will require a focus on
– Global participation
– Technology (deployment and innovation)
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BACKUP
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US National Academy Assessment

• Detection: “Because of the large and still uncertain level of natural variability ... a causal 
linkage between the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the observed 
climate changes during the 20th century cannot be unequivocally established.”

• Future change: “Because there is considerable uncertainty in current understanding of 
how the climate system varies naturally and reacts to emissions of greenhouse gases 
and aerosols, current estimates of the magnitude of future warming should be regarded 
as tentative and subject to future adjustments (either upward or downward).”

• IPCC: “The Summary for Policymakers reflects less emphasis on communicating the 
basis for uncertainty and a stronger emphasis on areas of major concern associated 
with human-induced climate change.” “..., the IPCC SPM could give an impression that 
the science of global warming is “settled,” even though many uncertainties still remain.
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Cloud Physicist Robert Charlson; 
Prof. Emeritus Un. of Washington

“To make it sound like we 
understand climate is not right.”

Climate modeler Peter Stone; 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology

“The major [climate prediction] 
uncertainties have not been reduced 
at all.”

... A confident attribution to humans 
“may be right,” but “I just know of no 
objective scientific basis for that.”

Richard A. Kerr; Science Magazine

The uncertainties give some researchers pause when IPCC so confidently 
attributes past warming to the greenhouse, but projecting warming into the future 
gives almost everybody the willies.

Science April 13, 2001,  Richard Kerr:
Rising Global Temperature, Rising Uncertainty

Expert’s Views on Climate Science
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Climate Change: Key Science/Policy Issues

• Is climate change already occurring from the 
buildup of GHGs?

• Will future climate change be serious? 

Attribution depends on model results for past 150 years  
relative to natural variability

Impact predictions depend on model results for the next 
100 years -- at regional scale
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Key Natural Science Uncertainties

• Natural variability (extent & characterization)

• Limited observational data (climate and key process data, 
characterization of variability)

• Limited understanding of key forcing factors and feedback 
processes (aerosols, clouds, sea ice, ocean circulation, 
convective heat transport, solar variability, ...)

• Limited model capability (calibration, validation, prediction)
– Size, timing, regional change uncertain

• Accounting for chaotic variability in climate data and models

• Lack of validated statistical methodologies

While uncertainty needs to be addressed, climate change 
does present serious risks to society and ecosystems
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Climate Models

• Models must account for many uncertain changes, processes and 
feedbacks: GHGs, sunlight, aerosols, ozone, clouds, sea ice, 
ocean circulation, natural variability, ...

• Modelers (try to) calibrate results to match observations by tuning 
adjustable parameters in unknown / uncertain processes, e.g. 
clouds, sea ice, aerosols, and by adding arbitrary correction 
factors

• Matching past history is an exercise in tuning, not validation

• Model validation remains beyond state-of-art 
– Lack of sufficient data
– Parameterized representation of uncertain physical processes
– No agreed criteria for validation   
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